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Teacher Instruction Sheet 
 

Timing: Categories: 
● Reading 

comprehension 
● Spatial design 

Duration: 
Special materials or preparation: 

● (preferably) large piece of paper 
● drawing materials (crayons, pencil crayons, markers, etc.) 

 Learning Goals: By the end of this activity, students will be able to… 
❏ design their own Roman living space  
❏ identify and explain the significance of different features of a living space, using proper terminology 

5 min Introduction & teacher demonstration: a Roman house 
● (depending on student demographics and comfort level) Have students describe where they live 
● Read alongside with the students the description for a Roman house 
● Together, label the various parts of a Roman house, referring back to the proper terminology 

 Opportunity for enrichment:  
For more details about the layout, decoration, furniture and uses of rooms, plus excellent videos of reconstructions of Roman 
houses in Pompeii, go to: https://www.realmofhistory.com/2020/04/08/3d-animations-layout-roman-domus-house/ 
For more information on different types of Roman houses and colour illustrations, go to: https://en.vikidia.org/wiki/Roman_house 

10 min Activity #1: Labelling a Roman insula 
● Ask students to read a description of what an insula in the town of Ostia would have looked like.  
● Have them label the various characteristics described in the bullet points (e.g. street, roof, local fountain, shops) 

 Opportunities for differentiation: 
○ For students who may have difficulty with this activity, offer to do it together as a group. 
○ For students who are in-between, have them complete the activity in pairs. 
○ For students who are ready for a challenge, have them complete the reading and labelling on their own 

20-30 min Activity #2: Design a Roman living space 
● Now that students have an idea of the different types of living spaces, it is time to design a Roman living space for a 

Roman family. 
● Share with students that a Roman family, would like to move from their apartment to a house, but that they cannot afford a 

lavish villa like the one found in Pompeii 
● Ask students to identify the top 5 features (from the list of features in the houses & insulae descriptions) they feel would be 
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most important to have in a house, and to draw / design the new house for the Roman family 
● Have students label the various parts of the new house with the proper terminology 

 Opportunities for differentiation: 
○ For students who may be ready for a challenge, the instructor can create an approximate price tag for each feature 

of a Roman home. Then, ask students to create their home based on a given budget 
○ For students who may face challenges in selecting features, provide them with a set life from which to work 

5-10 min Share and tell 
● Place students to groups or breakout rooms and have them share their designs by walking their group through their house 
● Ask each listener to then name a specific feature of their peers’ design that they liked 

 In hybrid learning: 
○ Ask students to upload a picture and record themselves walking their audience through a description of their house 
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 I. A typical house of a wealthy family in Pompeii 
  

● Pompeii was a Roman town in south-western Italy.  It had a population of 10,000 to 20,000.   
● In 79 CE (about 2000 years ago), Pompeii was buried in pumice (small, light stones) and ash by an eruption of the nearby 

volcano Mount Vesuvius.  This layer of “packing” preserved buildings and other things much better than in most ancient sites.  
As a result, archaeologists have been able to learn a great deal about Roman daily life from the remains that they have dug up 
there. 

  
Layout of Roman villa. Aquila Nova Roma, 2005, http://www.novaroma.org/aquila/april05/06.htm.  

  
● Houses were placed directly beside each other along the street and had only a narrow sidewalk in front. 
● Most were only one storey tall, but some houses had a second floor. 
● Houses were whitewashed on the outside. Inside, the rooms were decorated with frescos (paintings directly on the wall) and 

mosaics (floor coverings made of many small tiles). 
● The roof was made of reddish-brown baked clay (terra cotta) tiles. 
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 Layout of Roman villa. Aquila Nova Roma, 2005, http://www.novaroma.org/aquila/april05/06.htm.  
 
The house was arranged around two large spaces, each with rooms around it. 
atrium: a large hall for receiving visitors 
1 impluvium: a pool in the atrium for collecting rainwater, beneath an opening in the roof called a compluvium 
2 triclinium: indoor dining room, furnished with three couches and small, portable tables 
3 tablinum: study/office with table, storage for documents, and writing materials 
4 lararium: shrine for household gods, with pictures, small statues, and offerings 
5 cubiculum: bedroom, usually separated from the atrium by a curtain 
peristylium: a garden surrounded by a colonnade 
6 summer triclinium: outdoor dining room with a view of the garden 
7 culina: kitchen, with a counter for cooking over small fires 
8 latrina: toilet room 
9 oecus: reception room near garden 
10 vestibulum: entrance hall 
11 fauces (“jaws”): corridor 
The two rooms on the sides of the vestibulum and fauces might hold shops.  
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II. An apartment building in Ostia 
● Ostia was a working-class port town on the coast north-west of Rome.  It had a population of about 100,000 at its peak.  Ostia 

means “mouth”.  The city had this name because it was at the mouth of the Tiber River, which flowed through Rome.  Goods 
were unloaded from ships at Ostia and carried to Rome by barge. 

● Most people in ancient Ostia lived in apartment buildings.  An apartment building was called an insula (plural insulae), which 
means “island”, because it was a self-contained structure. 

● An insula had 3-5 storeys, with apartments of about two rooms each.  Fancier, more expensive apartments were closer to the 
ground floor while smaller, less expensive ones were near the top. 

● Insulae had brick walls and terra cotta tile roofs. 
● People who lived in these apartments did not have running water, so residents had to fetch water from public fountains located 

at most street corners.   
● Some of the apartment rooms were very small, and so they did not have kitchens. And because the risk of starting a fire from 

cooking was too dangerous, residents often went to buy takeout food from a local shop in the street. 
● As with private houses, there were often shops at the street level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reconstruction drawings of an insula in Ostia. Wikimedia Commons, 13 February, 
2012. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Insula_reconstrustion._Casa_di_Diana._Gismondi.JPG   
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Top view of a Roman insula. Roman Housing Weblog, October 2009. https://romanhousing.wordpress.com/2009/10/ 
  
  
 


